In this paper, we propose a new approach to discover informative contents from a set of tabular documents (or Web pages) of a Web site. Our system, InfoDiscoverer, first partitions a page into several content blocks according to HTML tag < T~L E > in a Web page. Based on the occurrence of the features (terms) in the set of pages, it calculates entropy value of each feature. According to the entropy value of each feature in a content block, the entropy value of the block is defined. By analyzing the information measure, we propose a method to dynamically select the entropy-threshold that partitions blocks into either informative or redundant. Informative content blocks are distinguished parts of the page, whereas redundant content blocks are common parts. Based on the answer set generated from 13 manually tagged news Web sites with a total of 26,518 Web pages, experiments show that both recall and precision rates are greater than 0.956. That is, using the approach, informative blocks (news articles) of these sites can be automatically separated from semantically redundant contents such as advertisements, banners, navigation panels, news categories, etc. By adopting InfoDiscoverer as the preprocessor of information retrieval and extraction applications, the retrieval and extracting precision will be increased, and the indexing size and extracting complexity will also be reduced.
INTRODUCTION
The innovation of the Web creates numerous information sources published as HTML pages on the Internet. However, there are many redundant pages on the Web, such as mirror sites or identical pages with different URL. Also, much information is intra-page redundancy. For instance, almost all dot-corn Web sites present their service channels, navigation panels, copyright and privacy announcements, and advertisements in every page for business purposes with easy access and user-friendly. In this paper, we focus on the problem of intra-page redundancy instead of the Intemet page redundancy. We propose methods to automatically Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. discover the intra-page redundancy and extract informative contents of a page. What is intra-page redundancy? We depict it with the example of CNET Tech News I. The presentation of each news page begins with CNET's tech sites, the category information, advertisements, a search box, the news content, latest headings, related news, feature services, the copyright, etc. Regarding these content parts as content blocks, all blocks, expect for the "news content" block, are identical in all news pages. In this paper, we call these identical blocks redundant content blocks. Only "news content" block is distinguishable and semantically meaningful for users and is called informative content blocks. Most sites, especially dot-corn sites, apply the same presentation style for business purposes. It is convenient for users to easily navigate their related services by one simple click in any page. However, it's a big challenge for search engines or Web miners since these systems are not as clever as humans. Therefore, they need to process the whole content of a page. Since search engines always index the whole text of each Web page, information such as "CNET Tech Job" appears in every page of CNet, i.e., the information is useless for processing, indexing, retrieving and extracting. This problem was experienced in previous work we carried out on a news search engine (NSE) for news Web sites in Taiwan 2. Since these news sites publish pages of news articles with many redundant blocks, we applied the hand-coding approach to our news search engine to deal with the problem of intra-page redundancy and to provide a more precise search result. NSE merely reads artificially tagged page contents to avoid indexing and retrieving redundant contents. Unfortunately, the hand-coding approach is tedious work and is therefore not a scalable method to process all news pages on the Internet. Obviously, the problem of intra-page redundancy affects two factors widely used to evaluate search engines: the precision of search and the size of index. The presentation of search results is also influenced by the problem since most search engines automatically capture first several sentences as the description of a page. Redundant blocks, such as company logos, navigation panels or advertisement banners, are usually located on the top of a page. In this way, descriptions of pages extracted by search engines are identical. Fortunately, there are many Web sites using <TABLE> as a template to layout their pages, especially for dot-corn sites. Based on the statistics of our search engine for all pages in Taiwan, 49.69% are dot-corn pages 3, of which 73.96% For this reason, it is also easy to be applied to identify the content block, which is the unit of content to be justified as redundant or informative in this paper. Many studies on information extraction (or Web mining) also try to discover metadata from a set of Web documents [11] [14] . However, they perform well only in specific sites based on the guidance of human knowledge. That is, these applications are not scalable in par with search engines. In the paper, we try to deal with the semantic and scalability problem with respect to search engines and information extraction systems. Hence, we focus on efficiently and automatically discovering informative content blocks instead of extracting the metadata of a page. In this way, our system can be effectively applied to search engines. It can also be a pre-process of information extraction since focusing on informative blocks rather than the whole page will reduce the complexity and increase the mining precision.
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In the following section of the paper, we first describe related studies. Then, we illustrate the representation of content blocks in a page, and propose a method to evaluate the information measure of a content block. Based on the information measure, we use the greedy approach to dynamically divide content blocks into either informative or redundant. Regarding the hand-coding data of NSE as the answer set, we perform several experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method. Experiments indicate our method is perfect to discover informative content blocks from tabular pages. Finally, we conclude our contributions.
RELATED WORK
This study is proposed to deal with the problem of intra-page redundancy that causes search engines to index redundant contents and retrieve non-relevant results. The problem also affects Web miners since they extract patterns from the whole document rather than the informative content. Thus, we illustrate studies of both fields. In the rest of the paper, for better understanding, we use information retrieval (IR) systems to denote search engines and information extraction (IE) systems to denote Web or text miners. Many IR systems have been implemented to automatically gather, process, index, and analyze the Web documents for serving users' information needs. IR systems (or search engines) can be divided into three automatic processes: preprocessing (crawling), indexing, and searching. In the crawling phase, the Web crawler grabs a page and its related pages by following hyperlinks of the page. It also parses contents of the page based on HTML or other markup language like XML. Then, the index engine processes and stores the parsed content as the page's index files or database indexes, which makes the following search requirements to be efficiently matched with indexed documents and retrieved in the relevant results. However, it is difficult to rank the order or relevant results due to the fast growth of Web documents. BY analyzing the hyperlink structure of the Web, the two best-known algorithms, HITS [12] and PageRank [2] , were proposed to cope with the problem. PageRank is successfully used in the Google search engine [3] . As indicated in the appendix described in [2] , the ranking result will be inherently biased toward advertising pages and away from the needs of users since all search engines index the whole page content without considering the semantics of content. In fact, HITS algorithm does not give a concise Web structure, due to the many semantically redundant hyperlinks in pages. Obviously, redundant contents, such as advertisements, company loges, navigation panels, relative channels, and privacy statements, are indexed so that they will probably be retrieved. Consequently, IR systems are scalable applications, but they require automatic processes to find meaningful contents for indexing and for improving the precision of retrieval. IE systems [10] [I 1] [14] [22] have the goal of transforming a collection of documents, usually with the help of IR systems, into information that is more readily digested and analyzed [8] . In par with IR systems that retrieve relevant documents, IE systems aim to extract the structure or representation of a document. There are basically two types of IE: IE ffi'om unstructured texts and IE from semi-structured documents [13] . The former, called text mining, typically integrate with NLP works to extract the information from unstructured text. With the increasing popularity of the Web, text mining studies were shifted to the structural IE research called Web mining. Wrapper [14] and SoflMealy [11] are well known systems that extract the structural information from Web HTML documents based on manually generated templates or examples.
Cardie [2] defines five pipelined processes for an IE system: tokenization and tagging, sentence analysis, extraction, merging, and template generation. SRI's FASTUS [ 1] is based on a cascade of six finite-state transducers, which are similar to that of Cardie. Machine learning is usually applied to learn, generalize, and generate rules in the last three processes. However, the domain-specific knowledge such as concept dictionaries and templates for generating rules are necessary to be manually generated. Training instances applied to learning processes are also artificially selected and labeled. For example, text miners usually learn wrapper rules from labeled training tuples. In Wrapper induction [14] , the author manually defines six wrapper classes, which consist of knowledge to extract data by recognizing delimiters to match one or more of the classes. The richer a wrapper class, the more probable it will work with any new site [6] . SoftMealy [11] provides a GUI that allows a user to open a Web site, define the attributes and label the tuples in the Web page. The common disadvantages of IE systems are the cost of templates, domain-dependent NLP knowledge, or annotations of corpora generated by hand. This is why these systems are merely applied to specific Web applications, which extract the structural information from pages of specific Web sites or pages generated by CGI. Consequently, IE systems are not scalable and therefore cannot be applied to resolve the semantic deficit of search engines. In this paper, we propose an approach to discover informative contents of pages to cope with the problem of intra-page redundancy in IR systems. Also, IE systems will become more efficient by extracting structures from informative contents instead of the whole page. Our system tries to extract informative contents from Web documents (or other types of documents) to improve the precision and efficiency oflR and IE systems.
PAGE REPRESENTATION
Pages written in HTML are the majority in the ever-increasing Web, even though XML was proposed for several years. W3C's Document Object Model (DOM) [19] defines a tree structure for HTML [20] and XML [21 ] documents, in which tags are internal nodes of the tree, and texts or hyperlinks to other trees are leaf nodes. According to counts referred to in the Introduction, about 70% of all Web pages use HTML tag <TABLE>. To reduce the complexity, we concentrate on HTML documents with <TABLE> tags. That is the tabular document (page) defined in the paper. Based on HTML tag <TABLE>, a page is partitioned into several content blocks. Since the table-structure can be nested, partitioned blocks form a tree to denote the page based on the following rules:
• Top-and-down and lefi-and-right ordering corresponds to the left-and-fight ordering in the tree. • Nested content blocks correspond to nodes in the lower level of the tree. Obviously, <TABLE> is not the only way to partition a page into blocks. If a content block includes too many texts, based on the specification of W3C DOM, it can be partitioned into several smaller blocks according to tags, such as the title, headings, <P>, or <TR> and <TD> embedded in <TABLE>. Besides tabular tags, we also consider the content enclosed by the <TITLE> tag as a special block, since many sites assign the same title to pages, such as the company's name or the default name generated by authoring tools. In the following section, we propose methods to estimate the entropy value of a content block, which is used to determine the block's property: informative or redundant.
DISCOVER INFORMATIVE CONTENTS
A Web site usually employs one or several templates to present its Web pages. This is especially true for pages generated by CGI programs. Apage cluster is a set of pages that are presented by the same template. If all pages of a Web site use the same template, the Web site is regarded as one page cluster. In the rest of the paper, we assume that a Web site is a page cluster without losing generality. The process of discovering informative content block is started after an IR system completely grabbed all pages a Web site. The crawling sequence can be either breadth first search (BFS) or depth first search (DFS), but it is restricted in the same site. I.e. the data set includes pages of the same site. Figure 1 shows modules of InfoDiscoverer. Each module will be described in the following sub-sections. 
Extracting Content Blocks from a Page
Based on DOM, a Web page can be parsed and represented with a tree structure, in which leaf nodes contains content or anchor texts. The process of extracting content blocks is categorized into two phases. In the initial phase, a coarse tree structure is obtained by parsing an HTML page based on <TABLE>. Each internal node indicates a content block that consists of one or more content strings (without HTML tags) as its leaf nodes. Due to the nested structure, some child blocks can be embedded in a parent block.
Obviously, content strings of child blocks are excluded from the parent block. In the example shown in Figure 2 , each rectangle denotes a table with child tables and content strings. Content blocks, CB2, CB3, BB4, and CB5 contain content strings SI, $3, $4, and $6 respectively. The parent block CB1 contains strings $2 and $5. Since the process is scanning the HTML file once, the time complexity is O ( n ), where n is the file length. The process can be done while the crawler grabs and parses a page for further crawling, caching, and indexing. Thus, the extracting process has no extra burden on IR systems. The second phase is to refine the granularity of the tree while the classification of content blocks is ambiguous. We omit the detail due to the limitation of the paper length. 
Extracting Features of Content Blocks
ARer parsing a page into content blocks, features of each block are simultaneously extracted. In this paper, features correspond to meaningful keywords. Stop words are not included. Applying the Porter stemming algorithm [15] and removing stop words in the stop-list, English keywords (features) can be extracted [16] . Extracting keyword features written in oriental languages seems more difficult because of a lack of trivial separators specified in these languages. However, many studies have applied statistical approaches to extracting keywords of oriental languages [7] . In our lab, we developed an algorithm to extract keywords from Chinese sentences based on a Chinese term base. The term base is generated by collecting hot queries (excluding queries with stop words) from our search engine 4. The complexity of extracting Chinese features is 0 (mloglta), where m is the length of the Chinese sentence. Thus, the complexity is O ( n l o g n ) , where n is the average page length. The accumulated complexity is
where IDI is the number of documents in the cluster.
Calculating Entropy Values of Features
The entropy value of a feature is estimated according to the weight distribution of features appearing in a page cluster. For easy calculation of each feature's entropy, features of content blocks in a page can be grouped and represented as a feature-document list with term frequency (TF) or weight (such as TFxlDF [16] or its variations [18] ). Considering all pages in a cluster, these lists of pages form the feature-document matrix (F- For the example of Figure 3 , there are N pages with five content blocks in each page. Features FI to F10 appear in one or more pages according to the figure. The layout is widely used in dot-tom Web sites with the logo of a company on the top, followed by advertisement banners or texts, navigation panels on the left, informative content on the right, and its copyright policy at the bottom. Without losing generality, we consider only two pages in this figure and the feature entropy is calculated as follows.
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Estimating Entropy of Content Blocks
By instinct, feature entropies contribute to the semantic measure of a content block that owns these features. I.e. the entropy value of a content block is the summation of its features entropies, as shown in the following equation. 
Classifying Content Blocks
Based on H(CB), the content block can be divided into two categories: redundant and informative.
• If H(CB) is higher than a defined threshold or close to 1, the content block is absolutely redundant since most of the block's features appear in every page.
• IfH(CB) is less than a defined threshold, the content block is informative because features of the page are distinguishable from others. I.e. these features of the page seldom appear in other pages. The threshold is not easy to determine since it would vary for different clusters or sites. If the higher threshold is chosen, the higher recall rate is expected. However, the (12Decision rate may become lower. To get a balanced recall-precision rate, we apply the greedy approach to dynamically determine the threshold for different training sets (page clusters or sites). If the threshold is increased, more informative features (in informative content blocks) will also be included. The basic idea of the greedy approach is: For easy reference, we will explain the greedy approach based on real experiments in the following section. The time complexity depends on the interval of increasing of the threshold. In the following experiment, we use the interval started from 0.1 to 0.9 with step 0.1. Therefore, we can conclude itJ~t the total time complexity of InfoDiscoverer is O( [ 191 n l o g n ) ."
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
In our previous works, we manually labeled a set of tags for identifying informative content blocks of pages published by several news Web sites in Taiwan 5. Regarding this data as the answer set for informative blocks, InfoDiscoverer automatically discovers informative blocks of pages from these sites and compare results with the answer set. We apply two measures widely used in evaluating the performance of IR systems, recall and precision rate, to the following experiments and verify the quality of our proposed methods. Regarding features extracted from hand-coding informative content blocks as desired features, measures of recall and precision are shown in Figure 4 . Clearly, The ideal case is that both recall and precision rate equals 1.
Recall rate = Common features / Desired features Precision rate = Common features / Discovered features Figure 4 : Recall and precision rates. To evaluate our methods, we choose 13 new sites that present their pages with <TABLE> tags. Since news articles of different categories may be published with different presentation styles, we choose one category from each site as shown in Table 1 . That is, each site indicates one page cluster, which indicates a training set applied to InfoDiscoverer. In fact, we do not need to run InfoDiscoverer for all pages in the training set since some sites may contain thousands of pages. Thus, ten training pages are randomly selected from each cluster in the first experiment. To find the optimal threshold of H(CB) for each cluster, recall and precision are measured by increasing H(CB) from 0.1 to 0.9 with the interval 0.1. In par with the hand-coding data, the recall rate of each site and corresponding H(CB) intervals are shown in Figure 5 . The X-axis is the increase of the threshold for H(CB) and the Y-axis is the recall rate based on the answer set. The recall rate is equivalent to the number of features included in selected blocks due to the increase of H(BC). Thus, the optimal threshold is found while the number of features (recall rate) is not increased with the increasing of H(CB). For the example in Figure 5 , the optimal thresholds of ET and CTV are 0.2 with respect to recall rate 1.0 since it is converged after this point. The result shows that all sites, except for UDN, have very high recall rates (at least 0.956). These optimal thresholds of sites are distributed from 0.1 to 0.7. For example, CNet is converged at 0.5 with recall 0.956. That is, optimal thresholds vary among different sites. The recall of UDN, 0.760, is not perfect. By tracing to the training pages and corresponding hand-coding data, we found that the hand-coding data of UDN is wrong because of the inclusion of the title information of news categories. Consequently, the greedy approach is able to dynamically find the optimal threshold of H(CB) for different Web sites. Figure 6 : Precision rate of each page cluster. The precision rate is shown in Figure 6 . In par with the recall rate shown in Figure 5 , the threshold associated the highest precision rate of each page cluster almost corresponds with its optimal threshold of H(CB). The result is summarized in Table 2 . It shows that all sites have perfect precision rates, except for TTimes. The precision ofTTimes is 0.530 at the optimal threshold of H(CB) 0.7. However, the highest precision is 0.651 at H(CB) 0.5 according to the answer set. We check news articles of TTimes and find that each page includes an extra content block consisting of "anchors of related news", which are news pages related to the current article. Since the block consists of too many anchors, the text length of the block is even longer than that of the article in many pages. If contents of "related news" are different among training pages, their corresponding H(CB) will be low enough to become an informative content block. Thus, this kind of block is also included. These included noisy features affect the decision of the threshold. However, in the case of "related news" content block, the judgment of informative or redundant is ambiguous since it depends on the perspective of users. These experiments prove that the greedy approach achieves very high recall and precision of at least 0.956, except for the precision of TTimes and the recall of UDN. As we described, the low recall of UDN is for the reason of wrong hand-coding data and the low precision of TTimes is due to the content block "related news". Consequently, our approach almost achieves a perfect recall and precision in discovering informative contents from tabular Web pages.
To investigate the effect of the number of randomly selected training examples, we redo the same experiments on all page clusters. Since UDN has wrong hand-coding data and pages of TTiems contain semantically ambiguous content blocks of related news, both sites are not included in the experiments. The number of training examples is started from 5 to 40 with interval 5. The result is shown in Figure 7 , in which the dotted line denotes the recall rate (R) and the solid line represents the precision (P). Most clusters have perfect recall and precision rates approaching to 1 (many R or P lines are overlapped at the highest value 1.0), but precision rates of few clusters (solid lines) are not when the number of randomly selected examples is increased. It reveals that the number of examples may have an influence on the precision rate since the precision rates of CTS, ET, and CTimes are degraded below 0.9 when the number is increased. And the random number almost has no effect on the recall rate since most dotted lines have recall rates larger than 0.956, except for CNet's 0.942. Intuitively, if contents of a cluster are similar, the more examples involved, the higher entropy-threshold would be selected for filtering informative content blocks. Consequently, more training examples do not imply higher precision. However, the recall rate is not affected because higher threshold means more features included. 
CONCLUSION
According to previous experiments, we can conclude that our proposed methods are feasible to discover informative contents from Web pages of the same site. The greedy approach of InfoDiscoverer is adaptive to find the optimal threshold of block entropy for different Web sites with different templates. Based on this approach, the optimal threshold of informative content blocks is dynamically selected for different sites. The result shows that both recall and precision rates are larger than 0.956, which is very close to the hand-coding result. Obviously, the experiment results prove contributions to our news search engine since InfoDiscoverer knows how to automatically extract informative contents, i.e. news articles, from news Web pages. Evidently, it can be ~ipplied to general Web IR systems (search engines) by reducing the size of index and increasing the precision of retrieval. The complexity of the discovering process is polynomial. Most important, intermediate results, such as the page representation and keywords with weights, generated by the InfoDiscoverer are shared with the crawler and indexer of Web IR systems. Applying InfoDiscoverer to Web IE systems is also efficient as these systems simply consider smaller informative content blocks instead of the whole page content. Thus, InfoDiseoverer can be the preprocessor Web IR and IE systems. The proposed method is applied to tabular Web pages and based on the assumption of knowing page clusters. Experiments are merely evaluated for Chinese pages published by news Web sites. In the future, we will develop other methods to automatically discover page dusters from Web sites. To make our method be applicable to general Web pages instead of restricting to tabular pages, we will apply generalization and specialization processes to merge or split content blocks based on HTML document object model. Also, evaluations on English Web pages are important to polish our method.
